
2016 NEW STYLE SUPPLEMENT



It all started with a promise...



Jacob Bloch, a shoemaker by trade, emigrated to 
Australia from Eastern Europe in 1930 during the 
height of the Great Depression. Three years later  
he had saved just enough funds to bring out his 
wife and three children.

Jacob’s love of music and dancing took him to the 
local ballet schools and at one of these schools 
he noticed a young dancer struggling to stay en 
pointe. Jacob promised he would make her a 
better pair of pointe shoes to dance in, and so he 
did. It was 1932 when the first Bloch ballet shoes 
were made in a candle lit workshop in Paddington, 
Sydney. At that time, Paddington was a far cry from 
the fashionable and affluent area that it is today. 

Jacob’s reputation for making high-quality dance 
shoes spread rapidly. In the late 1930s many 
overseas ballet companies toured Australia, 
including The Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo. 

OUR 
PROMISE

Original 1930's Jacob 
Bloch Pointe Shoes

Jacob made shoes for many of these 
visiting Russian ballerinas, including Olga 
Spessitzeva,Tamara Toumanova, Irina Baranova, 
David Lichine, Tatiana Riabouchinskaya, and 
Helene Kirsova, all to their own specifications.

His effort was so successful that it generated the 
creation of a full range of dance and dance fashion 
products. Since that time the rapid growth of 
Bloch’s reputation has established the brand as one 
of the most trusted within the industry. 

Quite simply, Bloch's dance DNA is in every product  
we make. Today Bloch is still fulfilling the promise 
made by its founder all those years ago.

. . . to make the 
most comfortable 
dance shoe...  



NEW  

STRETCH 
POINTE SHOES

Bloch introduces a new and exciting range of pointe shoes featuring 

groundbreaking innovation in a category virtually unchanged in over 120 years. 

With the latest in stretch materials and multiple patents, these features 

combine to allow ultimate articulation of the foot, and unparalleled connection 

between foot and shoe.  One seamless, flawless line is now a reality. 

This solves the age old problem of excessive satin at the heel of a pointe 

shoes caused by the fact that the foot is shorter en pointe than when on flat.

Tested on, and with the approval of world class dancers, 

this line of shoes is poised to shake up tradition and lead the way 

into a new era of comfortable, beautiful pointe work. 



ladies sizes 3.5-8 
widths x, xx, xxx 
colors pink

    

 NEW

S01732 
DRAMATICA II
Stetch Pointe Shoe

 
FEATURES:
- Flexible and supportive
- Flatter profile and platform
- Split outersole increases shank contact with the foot
- U shaped vamp
- Low cut side enhances profile of the foot
- Elastic drawstring improves the fit of the upper
- Improved heel shape of the shoe, provides better fit to your foot
- Oblong platform
- A Paste for better resilience and natural breakdown 
 
 
 
The DRAMATICA II STRETCH POINTE is an updated model of the first generation, Dramatica. 
Perfect for dancers with shorter toes or tighter muscles under the foot and ankle. It will contour to all 
major foot contact points for ease and comfortability en pointe. Designed with an improved platform 
and pasting method, the stretch-satin upper ensures lengthening when the foot is flat or in demi-plié 
and returns to its original form when en pointe.  
 



ladies sizes 3.5-8 
widths x, xx, xxx 
colors pink

    

S0177 
AXI-STRETCH
Stetch Pointe Shoe

 
FEATURES:
- Improved fit for better weight distribution
- Supportive insole 
- Split outersole increases shank contact with the arch
- Medium heel shape cradles and holds
- U Shaped vamp
- Higher wing for ultimate support
- Oblong platform for ease of balance
- Lower sides to enhance the profile of the foot
- Elastic drawstring improves the fit of the upper
-A Paste for better resilience and natural breakdown.

The AXI-STRETCH POINTE is the latest shoe within Bloch’s stretch collection.  The unique 
stretch-satin upper is one of a kind; lengthening when the foot is flat, or in demi-plié and returning  
to it’s original form when en pointe.  A composite fabric insole has been updated to better compliment 
the bone and muscular shape of the foot while encouraging a higher 3/4 break.  The wings within the 
Axi-Stretch contour beautifully to the sides of the foot; wrapping under the metatarsals ensuring the 
perfect lateral support for many different foot types.  



ladies sizes 2-8 
widths b, c 
colors pink, flesh, 
black

    

 

S0220 
CANVAS 
INFINITY

 
FEATURES:
- Multi-way stretch canvas
- Thinner elastic topline provides sleek profile
- Inner silicone strips for stay-put fit to foot
- Curved heel shape to reflect the natural shape of the heel
- Specialized foam in the forefoot helps with shock absorption and comfort
- Pre-sewn criss-cross elastic 
 
 
 The CANVAS INFINITY has been designed to ensure a sleek and streamlined fit.  In place of a drawstring, 
this flat has a thin elastic top line that reduces pressure on the Achilles tendon and dorsal surface of the 
foot.  This eliminates bruising from pressure where the drawstring would otherwise be knotted.  Inside the 
shoe is a unique design of silicone on either side of the bunion areas to maintain grip between the foot and 
shoe.  Inner foam in the forefoot helps shock absorption and comfort.



girls sizes 7- 1.5
ladies sizes 2- 8.5
widths b, c
colors pink

    

 

 
FEATURES:
-Soft, molding leather upper
-Plush elastic on the top line replaces the need for drawstring
-Inner plush heart lining
-Full suede outsole for building foot muscles
-Pre-sewn elastic over the instep
 
 
 
The BELLE is is the ideal student ballet shoe.  It features an elastic top line that reduces pressure on 
the top of the dancer’s foot; eliminating the need for a draw cord. It has a strong and supple, yet flexible 
leather upper and cute dancer aproved heart lining.   

 NEW

S0227 
BELLE

inside lining

 
 
 



toddler sizes 5-6.5 
girls sizes 7-1 
widths c
colors gold, rose

    

 

 NEW

S0225TG/GG 
GLITTERDUST

 
FEATURES:
- Non-leather upper
- Cotton lining features bunny images
- Full leather outsole
- Pre-sewn elastic over the instep



ladies sizes 4-12 
widths m 
colors black, tan

    

 NEW

S0321L 
SYNC TAP

 
FEATURES:
- Full leather upper with reinforced eyelets
- Durable and stable shoe for perfect balanced fit and supple feel from the first wear
- New Mega taps for improved powerful sound
- Pro-balance rubber pad attached under the ball of the foot for a non slip sole on tap surfaces
- Cushioned insole for shock absorption 
 
 
 

The SYNC TAP shoe is an oxford styled tap shoe made with a leather upper. New, larger 
Mega taps have been designed with 70% more metal to provide a powerful sound.



girls sizes 7-1.5
widths m 
colors black gliter

    

 NEW

S0351G 
GLITTER TAP

 
FEATURES:
- Stretch upper with pre-laced elastic 
- A durable, strong, and stable slip-on shoe with updated perfect balance fit
- Unique last that achieves maximum tap plate contact with a flat surface
 - Improved tap plates secured to resonating board for convenience and better acoustical sound
- Reinforced eyelets with lace-up upper
- Cushioned insole for shock absorption 
- Pro balance rubber pad attached under ball of foot for a non slip sole on any tap surface 
- Reinforced heel notch for extra comfort against the back of the heel
 
 
 
The GLITTER TAP shoe is crafted in a soft fabric that is encrusted with sparkly glitter that will 
gleam and shine like little jewels on your special little girl's feet.  Both sides of the upper are fastened 
together with an elastic strip that features a snap design and ribbon for making a decorative bow.  This 
shoe’s luxurious lining offers superior comfort for extended wear..



ladies sizes 4-14*
mens sizes 13-14*
widths m 
colors black, white 

     

 NEW

S0598 
TROUPE

 
FEATURES: 
- Lightweight and breathable upper
- Split, non-marking outsoles with spin-spot for 360 degree turns
- Built in arch support 
- Compression molded EVA sock liner 
- Suede heel grip with DRT cushioned heel for shock
 
 
 

*white color only 
available up to size 12.5 



ladies sizes 4-12.5 
widths m 
colors black, blue, 
orange, pink

    

 

 NEW

S0538 
BOOST MESH

 
FEATURES:
- Split, non-marking outsoles
- Built-in arch support and elevation
- Variable lacing system for support and optimum fit
- Compression molded EVA sock-liner
- Suede heel grip with DRT cushioned heel for shock absorbtion and comfort
- Four-part, high-density, man-made outsole with spin spot for 360 degree turns.



ladies sizes xs, s, m, l 
colors flesh, hot 
pink/black

    

 NEW

S0642 
NEOFORM

 
FEATURES:
- Durable and long-lasting neoprene upper
- Complete coverage and contorl for the perfect turns
- Soft elastic around the metatarsal for comfortable security
- Five-hole design
- Suede outsole providing full coverage for the ball of the foot
- Inner-cushioned memory foam lining for shock absorbtion. 
 
 
 The NEOFORM is the perfect lyrical, modern, or jazz dance shoe.  Made from neoprene, a 
Nylon/Spandex blend, the shoe forms to the foot creating a sleek, clean line.  The elasticized binding 
wraps around the metatarsals to allow ease of movement with a secure fit.  A five-hole feature 
assists in the perfect balance of weight distrubution of the body.  Inner memory foam linine allows 
shock absorbtion to protect the ball of the foot. 
 



When every bit of CONTROL counts.

NEOFORM
NOW YOU ARE IN CONTROL.




